
Crochet idea Boho pennant necklace
Instructions No. 2250
 Difficulty: Challenging
 Working time: 5 Hours 20 Minutes

Decorate your favorite outdoor corner with a pretty boho pennant chain! To recreate this idea you need some crochet experience, but the
result is a visual highlight!

For the pennant chain, the pennants are crocheted in two different ways and then alternately chained together. You first crochet all the pennants according to
the following instructions with Catania wool in cream (needle size 3.5):

Pennant 1

Cast on 4 air stitches (LM) and close them with a chain stitch (KM) to form a
ring. 

Round 1: 

Crochet 3 LM, 2 sticks (Tr) into the ring.
*4 LM, 3 Tr in the ring* 2x
end with 4 LM and close the round with a KM into the top of the 3
beginning LM (there are 3 arcs of LM)

Round 2: 

KM into the next 2 Tr
in the LM-arc: 3 LM, 2 Tr, 4 LM, 3 Tr
*2 LM
3 Tr, 4 LM, 3 Tr in next LM-arc* 2x

All crochet stitches at a glance:
LM = air stitches
FM = Solid stitches
KM = chain stitches
Tr = Sticks



end with 2 LM and close the round with a LM in the top of the 3
beginning LM.

Round 3: 

KM into next 2 Tr
in the 4 LM arc: 3 LM, 2 Tr, 4 LM, 3 Tr
*2 LM
3 Tr in 2-LM-arcof previous round
2 LM
3 Tr, 4 LM, 3 Tr in next 4-LM-arc* 2x
2 LM, 3 Tr in the arcof the previous round
end with 2 LM and close the round with a KM in the top of the 3 starting
LM

Round 4: 

KM into next 2 Tr
in the 4-LM-arc: 3 LM, 2 Tr, 4 LM, 3 Tr
*(2 LM, 3 Tr in the 2-LM-arc) 2x
2 LM - in the 4-LM-arc: 3 Tr, 4 LM, 3Tr* 2x
(2 LM, 3 Tr in the next 2-LM-arc) 2x
end with 2 LM and close the round with a LM in the top of the 3
beginning LM.

Round 5: 

KM into next 2 Tr
in the 4-LM-arc: 3 LM, 2 Tr, 4 LM, 3 Tr
*(2 LM, 3 Tr in the 2-LM-arc) 3x
2 LM
in the 4-LM-arc: 3 Tr, 4 LM, 3Tr* 2x
(2 LM, 3 Tr in next 2-LM-arc) 3x
end with 2 LM and close the round with a KM in the top of the 3
beginning LM.

Round 6: 

1 LM
Solid stitches (FM) in the next 2 Tr
3 FM in the 4 LM arc
*(1 FM in the next 3 Tr, 2 FM in the 2-LM-arc) 4x
3 FM in next 3 Tr and then 3 FM in corner crochet* 2x
(1 FM in the next 3 Tr, 2 FM in the 2-LM-arc) 4x
With a KM into the beginning LM



Pennant 2
cast on 4 air stitches (LM) and close them with a chain stitch (KM) to form a
ring 

Round 1

crochet 3 LM, 2 Tr into the ring
*4 LM, 3 Tr in the ring* 2x
end with 4 LM and close the round with a KM in the first crochet Tr
(skip the three beginning LM) (there are 3 4-LM-arcs)

Round 2

3 LM, Tr in the same stitch (i.e. the first Tr from the previous round)
1 Tr in next stitch
*3 Tr, 4 LM, 3 Tr in the 4-LM arc
1 Tr in the next 3 stitches* 2x
3 Tr, 4 LM, 3 Tr in next 4 LM-arc  and close the round with a KM in the
first crochet Tr (skip the three beginning LM).

Round 3 

3 LM, Tr in the same stitch (i.e. the first Tr from the previous round).
1 Tr in the next 4 stitches
*3 Tr, 4 LM, 3 Tr in the 4-LM-arc
1 Tr in next 9 stitches* 2x
3 Tr, 4 LM, 3 Tr in next 4-LM-arc
Tr in next 3 stitches
close the round with a KM in the first crochet Tr (just skip the three
beginning sts)

Round 4

3 LM, Tr in the same stitch (i.e. the first tr from the previous round)
1 Tr in next 7 stitches
*3 Tr, 4 LM, 3 Tr in the 4-LM-arc
1 Tr in next 15 stitches* 2x
3 Tr, 4 LM, 3 Tr in next 4-LM-arc
Tr in next 6 stitches
close the round with a KM in the first crochet Tr (just skip the three
beginning LM)

Round 5

3 LM, Tr in the same stitch (i.e. the first tr from the previous round).
1 Tr in the next 10 stitches
*3 Tr, 4 LM, 3 Tr in the 4-LM-arc
1 Tr in next 21 stitches* 2x
3 Tr, 4 LM, 3 Tr in next 4-LM-arc
Tr in next 9 stitches
close the round with a LM in the first crochet Tr (skip the three
beginning LM).

The individual pennants are joined with a chain of LM. In our crochet
example we used Catania wool in coffee brown for this.

Tassels tinkering
Use for the tassels Catania wool in the color sun. With a tassel template, it is
very easy and fast to wind uniform tassels in approx.7 cm length with the
help of the product instructions. 

Alternatively, to make a tassel, simply wind a strand of yarn about 30cm long
around a piece of cardboard 7cm wide. Tie this strand together on one side
with another thread and cut the tassel at the opposite end. Wrap another
strand of yarn around the knot for that signature "tassel" look. Knot a strung
wooden bead to the tassel head and pennant.

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/schachenmayr-catania-a10714/
https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/schachenmayr-tasselinchen-a191647/


Article number Article name Qty
361699-30 Schachenmayr "Catania"Colour 00130 1
361699-08 Schachenmayr "Catania"Colour 00208 1
361699-12 Schachenmayr "Catania"Colour 00162 1
396271-35 addi Swing Maxi wool crochet hookThickness 3,5 1
618380-15 Wooden balls, FSCØ 15 mm, 14 pieces 1
392730 Clover tassel winder, small 1
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